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IDEOLOGY TO MYTHOLOGY –  
                                           TEEN FILMS
Depth Study – Popular Culture

Mandy Webb, North Sydney Girls High School

Syllabus Content
• the role of mythology in the creation and 

perpetuation of the popular culture

• the relationship of heroes and mythology to 
media and consumption

Syllabus Outcomes
H1  evaluates and effectively applies social and 

cultural concepts 

H2  explains the development of personal, 
social and cultural identity 

H3  analyses relationships and interactions 
within and between social and cultural 
groupsRelated concepts

Consumption, ideology, mythology, change

Rationale
This sequence of activities framed using a PowerPoint Presentation draws a connection between 
ideology and mythology within the context of Teen Films as Popular Culture. Students are challenged 
to explore the academic perspectives relevant to this area and to relate this to their understanding of 
the syllabus. Student construct their understanding using a graphic organiser.
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Mythology
From the Syllabus
•  the role of mythology in the creation and perpetuation of the popular culture

 Mythology 

 A set of stories or traditions that serves to support a worldview or is associated with a group 
or historical event. Myths may have arisen naturally from truth, or they may be fabricated or 
deliberately fostered to rationalise, support or explain ideas. Mythologies and their narratives 
provide a framework for societies to explain or support a belief or practice.

From an academic perspective….

Sourced from: 
 http://xroads.virginia.edu/~ug03/radio/myth.html 
 https://www.sociologyguide.com/anthropology/myth.php 
 http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/sem06.html

Durkheim* interprets mythology as, “…a repository of allegorical instruction, to shape the individual 
to his group” Carl Jung asserts the idea of myth as, “…a group dream, symptomatic of archetypal urges 
within the depths of the human psyche.” The classical purpose of myth in society and culture is best 
defined as bringing man into union with the whole of society, for man is only a fraction of the whole, 
his identity is defined in the body of society. The moral and archetypal lessons conveyed through the 
myth transmit a sustaining and time less form that both teaches and serves to bind the society closer. 
Society, in this sense, functions unilaterally as one “mythologically instructed community”.

In the modern age, mythology seems a thoroughly ancient discourse. “Dead are all the gods,” states an 
adamant Nietzsche. The idea of the individual and secularism prevails, thus the false impression that 
the myth no longer serves a purpose is given. Modern man emerges from his ignorance, having swept 
away the symbols of tradition and ushered in a new age of independence and enlightenment. There is 
a problem, however, the meaning once found in the group now finds its home in the coldness of the 
individual. Here there is no meaning for “one does not know toward what one moves… by what one 
is propelled.” The purpose of myth finds its roots in rendering the modern world spiritually significant, 
in reconnecting the conscious and unconscious spheres of the mind. Mythology is the guise by which 
man can achieve full maturity in the modern world. It is a means by which he can transcend time, 
connecting with a group not so far removed from the present day. The myth is the anecdote for clarity 
of the mind and spirit.

Sacred history myths may serve as justification for particular institutions in a society. They link the 
present social order with a sacred past and condition behaviour towards desired ends.

Myths may strive to produce in them a prescribed view of the world and an attitude toward social 
institutions those responsible for maintaining the status quo that will ensure continuity of the 
existing social order. It constitutes conservative socializing force whose function is to sanctify existing 
institutions and foster the values of sociality.

Related to connotation is what Roland Barthes refers to as myth. We usually associate myths with 
classical fables about the exploits of gods and heroes. But for Barthes myths were the dominant 
ideologies of our time. Barthes argues that the orders of signification called denotation and 
connotation combine to produce ideology – which has been described (though not by Barthes) as 
a third order of signification (Fiske & Hartley 1978, 43; O’Sullivan et al. 1994, 287). 

http://xroads.virginia.edu/~ug03/radio/myth.html
https://www.sociologyguide.com/anthropology/myth.php
http://visual-memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/sem06.html
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In a very famous example, Barthes illustrates this concept of myth:

TOYS
    Sourced From:  Mythologies by Roland Barthes, translated by Annette Lavers, Hill and Wang, New  
     York, 1984

French toys: one could not find a better illustration of the fact that the adult Frenchman sees the 
child as another self. All the toys one commonly sees are essentially a microcosm of the adult world; 
they are all reduced copies of human objects, as if in the eyes of the public the child was, all told, 
nothing but a smaller man, a homunculus to whom must be supplied objects of his own size.

Invented forms are very rare: a few sets of blocks, which appeal to the spirit of do-it-yourself, are the 
only ones which offer dynamic forms. As for the others, French toys always mean something, and 
this something is always entirely socialized, constituted by the myths or the techniques of modern 
adult life: the Army, Broadcasting, the Post Office, Medicine (miniature instrument-cases, operating 
theaters for dolls), School, Hair-Styling (driers for permanent-waving), the Air Force (Parachutists), 
Transport (trains, Citroens, Vedettes, Vespas, petrol-stations), Science (Martian toys).

The fact that French toys literally prefigure the world of adult functions obviously cannot but prepare 
the child to accept them all, by constituting for him, even before he can think about it, the alibi of a 
Nature which has at all times created soldiers, postmen and Vespas. Toys here reveal the list of all the 
things the adult does not find unusual: war, bureaucracy, ugliness, Martians, etc. It is not so much, 
in fact, the imitation which is the sign of an abdication, as its literalness: French toys are like a Jivaro 
head, in which one recognizes, shrunken to the size of an apple, the wrinkles and hair of an adult. 
There exist, for instance, dolls which urinate; they have an oesophagus, one gives them a bottle, they 
wet their nappies; soon, no doubt, milk will turn to water in their stomachs. This is meant to prepare 
the little girl for the causality of house-keeping, to ‘condition’ her to her future role as mother. 
However, faced with this world of faithful and complicated objects, the child can only identify himself 
as owner, as user, never as creator; he does not invent the world, he uses it: there are, prepared for 
him, actions without adventure, without wonder, without joy. He is turned into a little stay-at-home 

householder who does not even have to invent the 
mainsprings of adult causality; they are supplied 
to him ready-made: he has only to help himself, he 
is never allowed to discover anything from start to 
finish. The merest set of blocks, provided it is not 
too refined, implies a very different learning of the 
world: then, the child does not in any way create 
meaningful objects, it matters little to him whether 
they have an adult name; the actions he performs 
are not those of a user but those of a demiurge. He 
creates forms which walk, which roll, he creates life, 
not property: objects now act by themselves, they 
are no longer an inert and complicated material in 
the palm of his hand. But such toys are rather rare: 
French toys are usually based on imitation, they 
are meant to produce children who are users, not 
creators.

 
Old toys at the Museum of Gingerbread and Alsatian 
Folk Art. Source: Wikimedia Commons
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The bourgeois status of toys can be recognised not only in their forms, which are all functional, but 
also in their substances. Current toys are made of a graceless material, the product of chemistry, not 
of nature. Many are now moulded from complicated mixtures; the plastic material of which they 
are made has an appearance at once gross and hygienic, it destroys all the pleasure, the sweetness, 
the humanity of touch. A sign which fills one with consternation is the gradual disappearance of 
wood, in spite of its being an ideal material because of its firmness and its softness, and the natural 
warmth of its touch. Wood removes, from all the forms which it supports, the wounding quality of 
angles which are too sharp, the chemical coldness of metal. When the child handles it and knocks 
it, it neither vibrates nor grates, it has a sound at once muffled and sharp. It is a familiar and poetic 
substance, which does not sever the child from close contact with the tree, the table, the floor. Wood 
does not wound or break down; it does not shatter, it wears out, it can last a long time, live with the 
child, alter little by little the relations between the object and the hand. If it dies, it is in dwindling, 
not in swelling out like those mechanical toys which disappear behind the hernia of a broken spring. 
Wood makes essential objects, objects for all time. Yet there hardly remain any of these wooden 
toys from the Vosges, these fretwork farms with their animals, which were only possible, it is true, in 
the days of the craftsman. Henceforth, toys are chemical in substance and color; their very material 
introduces one to a coenaesthesis of use, not pleasure. These toys die in fact very quickly, and once 
dead, they have no posthumous life for the child.

Discussion
        What myth/s is/are being created/perpetuated through the consumption of teen films?

THE CLASSIFICATION OF KNOWLEDGE
    Sourced from:  https://iep.utm.edu/emile-durkheim/ 

Another vital role that society plays in the construction of human knowledge is the fact that it 
actively organizes objects of experience into a coherent classificatory system that encompasses 
the entire universe. With these classificatory systems it becomes possible to attach things one to 
another and to establish relations between them. This allows us to see things as functions of each 
other, as if they were following an interior law that was founded in their nature and provides order 
to an otherwise chaotic world. What is more, Durkheim argues that it was through religion that 
the very first cosmologies, or classificatory systems of the universe, came into being, in the form of 
religious myth. Religion was thus the first place where humans could attempt to rationally explain 
and understand the world around them. As a result, Durkheim argues that the evolution of logic is 
strongly linked to the evolution of religion (though both ultimately depend upon social conditions). 
This leads to the claim that religion is at the origin of much, if not all, of human knowledge. This 
argument has a far reach, affecting even the way in which modern science views itself. Following 
Durkheim, while modern science might claim to have no kinship with religion and in fact claim to be 
opposed to religion, it is in effect through religion that the conceptual and logical thought necessary 
for scientific thinking originated and was first elaborated. This component of Durkheim’s sociology of 
knowledge has been highly provocative and influential both in sociology and beyond.

https://iep.utm.edu/emile-durkheim/

